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PPCS UV Resin Kit for PC
Modification and Build
Theme Enhancement

$14.95
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Short Description

If you are into creating theme type mods when building your PC's and want to do something a little different
then what others are doing then we may have a fun little kit for you! Here at PPCS we have put together a
ready-to-go kit that has all you need to make dramatic drip effects for your hard tubes, reservoir tubes or
really any hardware in your PC. We have mixed various colors of UV cure resin with pigments and Micas for a
wide variety of cool looking effects that you can apply to your tubes or reservoir cylinders to create "drip-like
effects". We also include a UV flashlight that will cure your resin so that it "freezes" in place just the way you
want it to look. It only takes minutes to apply and cure and make some stunning looking visuals.

Description

If you are into creating theme type mods when building your PC's and want to do something a little different
then what others are doing then we may have a fun little kit for you! Here at PPCS we have put together a
ready-to-go kit that has all you need to make dramatic drip effects for your hard tubes, reservoir tubes or
really any hardware in your PC. We have mixed various colors of UV cure resin with pigments and Micas for a
wide variety of cool looking effects that you can apply to your tubes or reservoir cylinders to create "drip-like
effects". We also include a UV flashlight that will cure your resin so that it "freezes" in place just the way you
want it to look. It only takes minutes to apply and cure and make some stunning looking visuals. We have
created a few examples to give you some ideas of what you could do with your tubes including:

Red Blood Drippings
Alien or Predator Venom Green type Blood Drippings
Liquid Metal drippings as seen in Terminator movies
Molten Gold drippings for a rich looking visual
Clear drippings creating the melting of ice or a fake visual "oh oh..my loops leaking!"
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The possibilities are endless! You are only limited by what your mind can create! If there is a color or effect
that is not shown, just email us and explain what you are looking for and we will try and create this for you.

Whats Included?

1oz or 3.5 oz. Black Plastic Squeeze Dispensing
Bottle with Premixed UV Cure Resin in the color of your choice!

Mini UV Cure LED Flashlight (Requires 3 x AAA batteries that are NOT INCLUDED.)

Additional Information

Brand PPCS

SKU UV-RESIN-KIT

Weight 0.3000

Color Clear


